A Quick Trip
ADAM SIMON LEVINE

The answer to the meta-puzzle is a six-letter grid entry with no connection.

44 Feminist writer Dworkin
45 38-Across (with its clue), for one
46 Having had too much soda, perhaps
48 Presses
49 Co. that trades securities?
50 Policy implemented by 10-Down: Abbr.
51 "The Wire" cop
52 Surfer nickname
53 Name of four Holy Roman Emperors
55 KTHX
57 Franklin or Bernanke

ACROSS
1 Utah town (population 488 as of 2010)
7 Anti-slavery lobbyist William and pro-segregation politician Theodore
13 Italian president whose name looks like a German car
15 Had difficulty with cherries
17 Neo's choice
18 Those who achieve their goals
19 CIA precursor
20 Israeli actress Lavi
22 It's pi r^2 for a circle
23 Type of loyalty
24 Search
25 Get hitched
28 Did over, as an exam
30 Others: Lat.
31 It might keep a princess up at night
32 16th-century Italian rabbi Obadiah
36 Hit

38 Hungry ___
39 Wombat relatives
40 English word order, to a linguist
41 Get in the game
42 Beethoven's Third
44 Playground retort
45 ThinkPads, once
47 "West Wing" actor Joshua
49 In unison
50 Francois's first
51 "The Wire" channel
54 Scoundrel
56 Famously absent-minded mathematician Wiener
58 Toast at a treaty signing
59 Look down on
60 Ten thousand, originally
61 "Man of La Mancha" role

DOWN
1 Dynamic start
2 Architect van der Rohe
3 Boolean operators
4 Type of dog or dance
5 "Louisiana Lightning" Ron
6 Presidential candidate in many crosswords
7 Igneous rock
8 Pruritus, familiarly
9 Sign of summer
10 Much-missed figure
11 Aida or Carmen
12 It might keep you up at night
14 Lacking manners
16 They deal with a lot of baggage
21 Nuclear org.
23 Waltz time
24 Place for a nap
25 Cover up
26 Prefix with -saurus
27 Rights org.
29 ___ buco
31 Dinero unit
33 Not buy
34 Alliance in the news
35 Hydrox competitor
37 Doesn't birdie or bogey
38 Toyota sedans
40 Wound covering
43 Took pictures, in jargon